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ABSTRACT

The eaergence of geography in public school
currlculua In the late nineteenth century was followed
by the publication of nuaerous physical geography
textbooks, especially by physlographers.

These texts

reflected the •physiography and causation• paradiga of
the tiae.

A aajorlty of aaterial was devoted to

geoaorphology, though soae texts Included discussion
that atteapted to relate physiography to the huaan
diaenslon of geography.

By the early 1920s, however,

the physical coaponent of geography was in decline. In
the two decades prior to 1936, no new texts In physical
geography were published and no revised editions
appeared after 1926.

Elements of Geography,

authored by

Finch and Trewartha and published in 1936, aarked the
end of the earlier era of texts on basic physical
geography and the beginning of a new era that still
persists.

This study exaaines Aaerlcan physical geography
textbooks published between 1892 and 1957.

Those

published before 1936 were of two types, Physiographies
and Eleaentary Texts, the foraer devoted principally to
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geoaorphology and the latter consisting aostly of
noaenclature relating to the earth sciences.

of Geography

Ele•ents

and Its successive edltlons redefined the

content and treataent of physical geography in
coaparlson to the pre-1936 period.

Moreover, It set a

structure adopted by authors of the aost successful
texts since.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In the evolution of a discipline, •new• theories
and

■ ethods

develop as •01d• ones go out of favor.

Textbooks which represent the accepted state of the art
reflect this evolutionary process.
■ ay

Moreover, textbooks

offer structure and direction for the field they

cover.

Fro ■

ti ■e

to

tl ■e,

a textbook appears that

restructures the content of a subject area

co ■ pared

to

earlier texts and lapacts the content of texts for a
subject area for a tlae thereafter.

Review of physical

geography tezts published in the United States between
1892 and 1967 Indicates that Finch and Trewartha's

Ele•ents of Geography.

published In 1936, established a

aodel which characterized the content of subsequent
physical geography texts.

Mikesell noted that this book

was the aost widely used textbook of the post-World War
II period <Mikesell 1985>.

Geography

Furtheraore,

Ele•eots of

seeas to have laposed nearly a consensus as to

what constitutes the field of basic physical geography.
The purpose of this study ls to exaalne the
character of textbooks prior to the publication of the
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1936 edition of

Elements of Geography, to deteraine the

content Inherited fro• its antecedents, to evaluate the
new •aJor co•ponents Introduced In 1936 by Finch and
Trewartha, and to assess developments In physical
geography textbooks In the thirty years which followed
introduction of the

EJe•eots of Geography

textbook.

Geography was for•allzed as an acadealc discipline In
1892.

The last edition of

EJe•ents of Geography

was

published In 1967. *
Virtually all physical geography textbooks
published in the United States between 1892 and 1967,

The United states catalog; Books ln Print
and cuaulatlye Book Inde1; A world List of Books Jo the
English Language <published since 1912 by the H.W.
and listed In

Wilson Coapany In New York> under the heading Physical
Geography were eza•ined for this study (see Appendiz
A>.

Those texts which were likely to be used ln

Introductory physical geography courses at the college
level were surveyed (see Appendix B for a list of texts
evaluated).

* This study exa•lnes textbooks of three paradig•s In

Aaerlcan geographic thought identified by Hartin (1985):

•physiography and causation• (1892-1925), •field and
region· <1925-1957>, and •eclectic plural ls•· (1957present>.
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Three criteria were used to evaluate the physical
geography textbooks: topical coverage, topic ordering,
and conceptual developaent.

Topical coverage ls the

proportion of aaterial devoted to each section, topic
ordering ls the relative placeaent of each section
within the text, and conceptual developaent refers to
the aaJor Ideas offered for each subfield.

These traits

are believed to indicate the iaportance placed on
particular subdivisions within basic physical
geography.

The aaJor topical divisions of each book

appear to reflect the subfields of physical geography,
recognized at the tiae, and the nuaber of chapters ln
each division seea proportionate to the relative
iaportance of each subfield at the tiae.

Topical

coverage evolved quite rapidly, especially during the
first third of this century.
A review of the conditions which brought forth

Ele•eots of Geography
evaluation.

provides a background for the

During the nineteenth century, three books

focused priaarlly on physical geography: Arnold Guyot's

The Earth and Man

<1849>, Edwin J. Houston's Ibl.

Ele•ents of Geography <1893>, and Mathew Fontaine
Maury's Physical Geography <1873>. The latter two
voluaes were revised and published into the twentieth
century, but becaae largely Inadequate for students of
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physical geography, especially after the foraallzatlon
of the geographic discipline in the 1890s.
In 1892 a Coaalttee of Ten was appointed by the
National Education Association to exaaine the related
probleas of precollege level school prograas and college
entrance requireaents.

After coapletion of the study,

the Coaalttee subaltted the following recoaaendatlon:

Physical geography should include eleaents
of botany, zoology, astronoay, coaaerce,
governaent, and ethnology, and ••• It should
take on a aore advanced fora and should
relate specifically to the features of the
earth's surface, the agencies that produce
and destroy thea, the environaental
conditions under which these act, and the
physical influences by which aan and the
creatures of the earth are so profoundly
affected <Jaaes and Martin 1981, 290).

Publication of the Coaalttee's report was followed
by a flurry of textbooks on physical geography.
Stockaan Tarr's

Ele•entarv Physical Qeographv

Ralph

<1895> was

the first to address the Coaalttee's suggestions, and
nine editions were published; Tarr also published First

Book in Physical Geography,

in 1897, which was published

In eight editions.

Tarr wrote a third textbook, b.l,

Physical Geography

<1903>, in which he attempted •to

solve the problea of how best to present the subject to
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beginning students• <Tarr 1903, vi>.

In the aeantlae,

Willia• Horris Davis, Tarr's aentor, published Physical
Geography In 1898 and Ele•entary Physical Geography.
largely a revision of his earlier work, in 1902.
Charles Redway Dryer published

Lessons In Physical

Geography in 1901, Grove Karl Gilbert and Albert Perry
Brigha• coauthored An Introduction to Physical Geography
in 1902, and Harold
appeared in 1906.

w.

Fairbanks' Practical Physiography

Perhaps the aost notable text of this

era was Rollin Salisbury's Physiography, published In
1907 and revised in 1919, which was described as •a
presentation In book fora of his highly popular course
of the saae naae at Chicago• <Pattison 1982).

Thoaas

Craaer Hopkins published Eleaents of Physical Geography
In 1908, also revised ln 1919.

Isaiah Bowaan's Forest

Physiography caae out in 1911 and

Ralphs. Tarr's

College Physiography was published posthuaously in 1914
under the editorship of his foraer student, Lawrence
Hartin.

At the end of this intensive period of textbook

writing, another of Tarr's foraer students, O.D. von
Engeln, authored the successive •revised• editions of
New Physical Geography <1926>.

In 1936, a decade after

the publlcatlon of von Engeln's revision in 1926, Finch
and Trevartha'sEleaents of Geography was published.
Glenn Trewartha wrote of the period:
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The content and quality of the thenavailable textbooks in physical geography
were unsatisfactory. A rigorous new text,
Involving both description and genesis of
the earth's physical environaent, would do
auch to strengthen our position vis-a-vis
the other sciences <Trewartha 1979, 20).
Neither Finch nor Trewartha had the desire to
write a text, but they were unsuccessful ln atteapts to
persuade their colleagues at the University of Wisconsin
to produce one.
edition of

Consequently, they wrote the first

Elements of Geography

<1936>, which

represented a considerable change In the content of
physical geography texts.

The aanuscrlpt was prepared

between 1934 and 1935, and in 1935 a publishing house ln

Ann Arbor, Michigan, produced a soft cover version for
use ln the authors' classes.

After Initial trial use of

the text, soae of the content was revised and the book
was published by McGraw-Hill ln 1936 <Trewartha 1979,
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20).

Eleaents

of Geography represented a reasonable

atteapt to broaden physical geography and treat it with
soae balance.*

*The 1936 edition of Eleaents of Geography was organized

into two parts, physical and cultural. Subsequent
editions published in 1942, 1949, 1957, and 1967,
concentrated strictly on physical geography and were
appropriately titled Physical Ele•ents of Geography.
For the purpose of thls thesis, only the physical part
has been exaained.
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CHAPTER II
THE PINCH AND TREWARTHA HODEL

After an overview of ·the historical context for
Finch and Trewartha's first edition of

Geography,

Ele•ents of

this chapter exaaines the authors' approach

presented In their physical geography text.

The

essential coaponents of the text that constituted their
version of the •physical eleaents of geography• are
described in detail.

Ibe Hlstorlcal ferspectlye
Events and circuastances which occurred in
Aaerican geography before the publication of Finch and
Trewartha's

Ele•eots of Geography

In 1936 provided the

historical context for Its content and character.
During the foraative years of geography as an
acadealc discipline, geographers focused principally on
physiography.

The prevalence of the physical coaponent

no doubt was Influenced by W.M. Davis, who •head and
shoulders above his conteaporaries ••• was authoritative
and authoritarian• CJaaes and Hartin 1978, 8>.
was the central figure in the founding of the

Davis
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Assoclatlon of Aaerlcan Geographers, the professional
organlzatlon of the dlsclpllne, and he was
in the selection of its

■ eabers.

lnstru ■ ental

The case of J.R. Salth

exeaplifles the dlscipllne's blas towards physical
geography.

Saith was denied aeabershlp to the

association in 1904 because he did not show evidence of
adequate training In physical geography CJaaes and
Martin 1978, 36).
Further evidence ls offered by the papers read at
the annual aeetlngs of the Association of Aaerlcan
Geographers during the pre-World War I years.

At the

first aeeting of the association ln 1904, 80 percent of
the papers were devoted to physical geography.

Many

contributions were authored by Davis and hls foraer
students, including R.S. Tarr, L. Hartin, and I. Bowaan,
all proalnent authors of physical geography texts
CDeVlvo 1987).
The notion of causation also typlfled prevalent
thought In American geography at the tlae.

Dryer

stated, •The aost notable phrase ln the English language
ls 'physlographlc control and organic response•• <Dryer
1920, 8).

Exaaples of envlronaental deteralnls• were

exhlblted by professional papers offered before the
Assoclatlon as well as ln physical geography textbooks.
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Concurrent wlth the rlse of physical geography,
atteapts were aade to aap the United States, deliaiting
physlographlc regions.

The flrst such effort was aade

by J.W. Powell in 1896, W.H. Davis accoaplished a
siailar task ln 1899, and W.L.G. Joerg followed in

1914.

Joerg dellalted •natural regions• which he

defined as •any portion of the earth's surface whose
physical conditions are hoaogenous.•

In 1914, N.M.

Fenneaan published a study of physlographlc boundaries
of the United States. The Association of Aaerlcan
Geographers appointed a coaalttee to study the subject
and prepare a new aap which was coapleted In 1916 (Jaaes
and Hartln 1981, 303-304; Rich 1945).
Reglonallzlng on aaps was grasped by students of
coaaerclal geography as well.

The outbreak of World War

I brought about an urgent deaand for knowledge of
agricultural, alneral, and Industrial resources.
Econoaic regions were dellalted (for ezaaple, Dryer
1915) and econoaic geography burgeoned.
While econoalc geography expanded, physical
geography (essentially physiography> vent Into
decline.

By 1925, papers In physical geography aaounted

to only 12 percent of the Association's annual prograa
<DeVlvo 1987).

Deteralnlst doctrine fell under attack

and was regarded as unscientific.

Perhaps the factor
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aost responsible for the deaise of physical geography,

however, was the lack of leading physiographers and
physical geographers to author textbooks.

R.S. Tarr and

WJ McGee died in 1912, G.X. Gilbert in 1918, F.P.
Gulliver In 1919, R.D. Salisbury ln 1922, R.W. Puapelly
ln 1923, A.H. Brooks In 1924, C.R. Dryer and W. Libby In
1927, A.P. Brlghaa In 1932, and W.H. Davis In 1934.
Although I. Bowaan and L. Martin lived until the 1950s,
both left acadeala before 1920.
By 1920, physiography had declined In the public
schools where Instructors had Insufficient knowledge to
teach physical geography.

A nuaber of geography

teachers who had acquired an adequate background In
physical geography <for ezaaple, H.K. Genthe> opposed
the liaitatlon of geography to physiography.

They

preferred to stress the significance of the huaan side
of geography <Hartshorne 1981, 144-145).

Jaaes wrote

that In the early 1900s, physical geography was
described as •a dry uninteresting subject• CJaaes 1969,
476).

Thus, physical geography fell out of favor in the

public schools.

The National Education Association

responded by integrating geography into the •social
studies• and lnstltutlng a new course, •general
science,• which Incorporated a few concepts contained
within physical geography <Jaaes 1969, 476).
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In suaaary, physiography declined froa its
predoainant position by the 1920s because of its
deterainistlc stance, the deaths of notable
physiographers, the inadequate instruction of
physiography In the public schools, and the rise of
coaaercial geography.

Concurrent with its declin~,

relatively few up-to-date physical geography textbooks
were available.

The only one reaaining in widespread

use was von Engeln's revision of Tarr's

Geography

<1926>.

New Physical

Although reprinted until the 1940s

and labelled as revisions, the issues after 1926 were
virtually identical.

A void existed ln the publication

of physical geography texts.
void that

It was at the tiae of this

Ele•ents of Geography,

published in 1936 by

Finch and Trewartha, offered the first new text on
physical geography in aore than a decade.
to earlier texts,

Ele•eots of Geography

By coaparlson

redefined the

content of physical geography and becaae a aodel which
still doalnates the structure of basic texts.

The content of the Physical Part of E1e1ents of
Geography
The priaary eleaents of physical geography
eaphaslzed by Pinch and Trewartha include the earth as a
planet, cliaate, landforas, biotic resources, and
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soils.

A discussion of each physical eleaent follows

Figure 1 which displays the coaponents recognized in the
book's table of contents.

Ele•ents of Geography

<1936>, Finch and Trevartha

Introduction
The Field of Geography: Its Content, Method and Point
of View
The Earth and Its Planetarf Relations
Haps and Their Interpretat on
Section A The Eleaents of Weather and Cliaate
Alr Teaperature <Including Insolation>
Ataospherlc Pressure and Winds
Ataospheric Moisture and Precipitation
Storas and Their Associated Weather Types
Section B Cliaatlc Types and Their Distribution
The Tropical Rainy Cliaates
The Dry Cllaates
The Huald Mesotheraal Cliaates
The Huald Mlcrotheraal Cllaates
Polar and Highland Cliaates
Section C Processes Concerned With the Origin of
Landforas
Earth Materials and Their Tectonic Processes
The Agents and Processes of Gradation
Section D Landforas
Plains of Streaa Degradation
Plains of Streaa Aggradation
Glaciated Plains
Plains In Dry Cllaates
The Shore Features of Plains
Plateaus
Hill Lands
Mountains
Section E Earth Resources
Water Resources of the Land
The Biotic Resource: Original Vegetation Cover and
Associated Anlaal Life
Soils: Their Nature and Classification
The Principal Soll Groups of the World
The Mineral Fuels
Ores and Other Econoatc Minerals
Figure 1. Physical eleaents of geography as
recognized by Pinch and Trewartha.
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Introduction.

This section of the text eKplalned

the nature of geographical study and Introduced earthsun relations.

It Included an ezaalnatlon of the fora

of the earth (i.e., Its spherical shape>, earth aottons
<rotation, revolution>, and location <latitude and
longitude).

A discussion on the use of aaps and aap

scale also ls included.

Specific aap projections and

theaatlc aaps are ezplalned In detail.

section A; The EJe•eots of weather and c111ate.
Finch and Trewartha separated the study of cllaate into
two equivalent parts: an analysis of cliaatlc eleaents
and their distribution, and cliaatlc classification.
Following an Introduction to the eleaents of
weather and cllaate, the Finch and Trewartha teKt
presented a chapter on each of the following: Air
Teaperature, Ataospherlc Pressure and Winds, Ataospherlc
Moisture and Precipitation, and Air Masses, Fronts, and
Ataospherlc Disturbances.
The chapter on air teaperature dealt prlaarlly
with the processes responsible for ataospherlc heating
and cooling.

Major subtopics Included solar radiation,

earth-sun relations and the distribution of insolation
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over the earth's surface, the heating and cooling
processes of the ataosphere, the vertical distribution
of teaperature, and global patterns of teaperature.
The chapter on ataospherlc pressure and winds
Included

an explanation of ataospherlc pressure, an

analysis of the vertical and horizontal distribution of
ataospherlc pressure, cyclonic and anticyclonic
circulation, a detailed discussion of surface winds, and
a section on the general circulation of the ataosphere.
The cllaatlc significance of ocean drifts and currents
was discussed as well In this chapter.

In contrast,

earlier physical geography textbooks devoted a separate
chapter to the seas and treated tides, sea water
coaposltlon, ocean botto• topography, and ocean
currents, but largely Ignored the cllaatlc significance
of the oceans.
Three factors were eaphaslzed in the ataospheric
aolsture and precipitation chapter: hualdlty,
condensation, and processes and patterns of
precipitation.

The chapter on air

■asses,

fronts, and

ataospherlc disturbances discussed and classified air
■ asses

and fronts on a global scale, but with particular

reference to the United States.

The

at ■ ospherlc

disturbances discussed were cyclones and anticyclones,
tropical disturbances, and thunderstoras.
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section B; c111atlc Tvoes and Their Qlstrlbutlon.
The portion of the book on cllaatlc classification
coaprlsed about 15 percent of Its length and dealt
prlaarlly with a description of each cllaatlc type
according to the Koeppen systea (1931>.
the Koeppen systea In

The adoption of

Ele1ents of Geography

<1936>

represented Its first use In a physical geography
textbook, and was a new coaponent for texts on physical
geography.

Texts of the earlier period, which tended to

use scheaes based on latitude <for exaaple, zones of
heat--frlgld, teaperate, and tropical>, focused aalnly
on ataospherlc processes related to weather with little
regard for synthesizing these processes Into discernible
cllaatlc patterns.

Consequently, Finch and Trewartha's

treataent of cllaate was auch different and aore
thorough than that which had heretofore appeared In
basic texts.

<Chapter III will Illustrate the relative

proportion of aaterlal devoted to cllaate.>

Not only

was greater eaphasls placed on cllaate In the Finch and
Trewartha text, but It was presented first and the
discussion culalnated ln a world regional
classification.
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section
Landfor ■ s.

c;

Processes concerned WJtb tbe or1a1n of

The dlscusslon of landforas In Finch and

Trewartha's tezt was divided Into two sections:
Processes Concerned with the Origin of Landforas, and
Landforas.

The authors stated that although

the student of geography ls interested
priaarily In the shapes and patterns of the
surface features of the land and In their
huaan utility as eleaents of the regional
equlpaent, a clear understanding of thea ls
best reached through at least a brief survey
of the substances of which they are aade, of
the agents that are Involved ln their
origin, and of the processes by which they
originate or by which their shaping ls
accoaplished <Finch and Trewartha 1936,
271).

The section on processes consisted of two parts:
·Eart·h Materials and the Tectonic Processes and The
Agents and Processes of Gradation.

The foraer included

aaterlal on the three aajor classes of rocks--lgneous,
sedlaentary, and aetaaorphlc; tectonic processes; and
vulcanlsa.

The authors also presented an illustration

of volcanic and dlastrophlc activities on a global
scale.
Gradatlonal processes were treated under seven
headings:

static processes, aobile processes, ground

water and its gradatlonal processes, running water and
its gradatlonal processes, aoving lee and its
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gradatlonal processes, the gradatlonal processes of
waves and currents, and the gradatlonal processes of the

wind.
The static processes dealt prlaarlly with cheaical
and aechanical weathering, and the aobile processes
elaborated on the gravitational forces responsible ·for
the abrasion, picking up, transportation, and deposition
of earth aaterial.

The section on ground water

concentrated on its effects on landforas via solution
and the redeposition of dissolved ainerals, with special
aention of Karst topography.
Gradatlonal processes of running water constituted
the aost extensive discussion of processes involved with
landfora developaent.

The erosional work of streaas and

resultant depositional features was presented, as well
as consideration of the ideas of young and aature stages
of landfora developaent.

The section on aoving lee

covered both aountain glaciers and continental glaciers,
with additional aaterlal on g_laclal erosional processes
and their resultant land surface features.

The

erosional and depositional processes of both waves and
currents, and winds, received brief aention at the
conclusion of the section on gradational processes.
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Section D; Landforas.

Landforas were

distinguished principally by relief and classified as
plains, plateaus, hill lands, and aountalns.

These

groups were further subdivided Into surface features of
saaller orders and sizes.

The five chapters devoted to

plains were titled Plains of Streaa Deposition, Plains
of Streaa Aggradatlon, Glaciated Plains, Plains In Ory
Cllaates, and The Shore Features of Plains.

Each of

three reaalnlng chapters was devoted to Plateaus, Htll
Lands, and Mountains.

The description of land surface

features constituted 26 percent of the tezt, while the
section devoted to landfora processes coaprised only 8
percent of the tezt.

Section E; Earth Resources.

Water Resources of

the Land was the title of the first chapter In Pinch and
Trewartha's Earth Resources section, which was divided
lnto two parts: The Ground-water Supply and the Surfacewater Supply.

The first section discussed ground water

quality and availability, springs, and wells.

Attention

to surface water supply focused principally on the
several uses of surface water, for exa•ple, aunlclpal
supply, irrigation, water power, Inland navigation, and
recreation, with further reference to their assets and
lialtatlons.
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Flnch and Trewartha tltled thelr chapter on
blogeography, The Blotic Resource: Orlglnal Vegetation
Cover and Associated Anlaal Life.

Fauna was discussed

only briefly In relation to certain vegetation groups,
and flora coaprlsed the bulk of the chapter, which
contained slz parts:
1)
2>
3)
4)
5)
6)

Physical Conditions Affecting Plant Life,
The Great Plant Associations,
Types of Forests and Their Distribution,
Types of Grasslands and Thelr Dlstrlbutlon,
Desert Shrub <Including Tundra>, and
Resources of the Sea.

The first section Introduced the concept of plant
assoclatlons and dlscussed varlous eleaents of the
physical environaent, including teaperature, light,
water, and soll, that lnfluence vegetatlon.

The next

section dissected vegetation Into three principal
classes: forest, grasslands, and desert shrub (Including
tundra>.

Classification rested priaarlly on fora, with

preclpltatlon belng a crltlcal lndlcator.

Offered under

the discussion of each plant association was a
descrlptlon of several plant coaaunltles.

The last

section on aarine resources was devoted prlaarlly to
flsherles, wlth an ezplanatlon of plankton followed by a
discussion of fishing regions.

A brief overview of sea

aaaaals concluded the dlscourse on blotlc resources.
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Finch and Trewartha's two chapters on soils were
titled Soils: Their Nature and Classlflcatlon, and The
Principal Soll Groups of the World.

The first chapter

described the fundaaental characteristics of soils with
particular attention to their chealstry and physical
properties.

Soll che•istry Included aaterlal on the

critical soil eleaents and the aeans by which these
eleaents are supplied to and reaoved fro• the soil.
Also Included were discussions on organic aatter and
acidity and alkalinity.
The discussion of physical properties focused
prlaarlly on texture, aolsture, structure, and color.
Soll color was deteralned to be a soil property because,
according to the authors:

The prevalent color of the soil of a region
ls ••• soae indication of the general nature
of the physical and cheaical properties of
the soll there, and it ls used as a
convenient designation for soils of the
different aajor soil groups of the world
(Pinch and Trewartha 1936, 537).
The soil classlflcation scheae used by Finch and
Trewartha was adopted fro• Marbut.

Major classes of

aature soils were deterained by their soll-aaklng
processes (for exaaple, podzols and laterltes>, but the
class1flcation also relied heavily on the doalnant
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vegetation associated with the soil group (for exaaple,
huald forest land, subhuald grasslands and deserts, and
tundra).

Each soil type was described with respect to

color, content of organic and alneral aaterlal, and
fertility.

Soll conservation and the reduction of soil

erosion concluded the section on soils.

The In-depth

treataent of soils by Pinch and Trewartha was a aaJor
addition coapared to earlier texts and becaae an
essential eleaent of physical geography by authors of
subsequent texts.
The two chapters on alneral fuels and econoalc
alnerals coapleted the section on earth resources, and
were the last topics considered under the eleaents of

physical geography.

Extensive discussions of the

geologic structure of coal and petroleua occurrence and
the patterns of location were covered in the chapter on
alneral fuels.
The second chapter on econoalc alnerals was
devoted principally to iron ores and aetallic ainerals.
The physical associations of aetalllc alnerals, for
ezaaple, gold, Iron, bauxite, and their world patterns

of distribution were discussed.

Perhaps aost

laportantly, however, was the authors' eaphasls on Iron
ore deposits and coal fields In relation to steelproducing and industrial regions.

Nonaetalllc alnerals
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included a brief exaalnation of crude alnerals for
construction and utensils. and alneral raw aaterlals for
the chealcal Industries.

su11ary
Finch and Trewartha redefined the content of
physical geography by their choice and organization of
aaterlal Included In the first edition of

Geography

Ele•ents of

<1936). This text soon becaae the aodel and

doainant physical geography text.

Earlier texts on

physical geography dropped fro• use.

Finch and

Trewartha Introduced an extensive aaount of aaterlal on
earth resources and classification scheaes. which
represented an innovation In the content of physical
geography textbooks.

Their approach to water and

alnerals as resources. for exaaple. differed In concept
fro• the processes and descriptions of the other
physical eleaents.
Classification scheaes for cliaate and soils were
available by the 1930s. and were Incorporated into the

first edition of

Ele•ents of Geography.

In addition.

Finch and Trewartha created their own version of
classifications for landforas and vegetation.

Offering

classification scheaes with related global aaps for each
aajor subdivision of physical geography constituted a
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notable Innovation and Introduced aaterlal not part of
earlier physical geography textbooks.

Ele•ents of Geography

For exaaple,

vas the first physical geography

text to use Koeppen's classification for reglonallzlng
world cllaates. * Earlier texts classified cllaate, for
the aost part, according to zones of heat--frlgld,·
teaperate, and tropical.

Pinch and Trewartha also

offered a landfora classification scheae, albeit on a
gross scale.

Four principal classes of landforas

doalnated world landfora reglons--plalns, plateaus and
tablelands, hill lands, and aountalns.
atteapted no such classification.

Earlier authors

For soils they used

the scheae based on the work of the Russian soil
scientist, Glinka, available In translation by Marbut.
Previous soil classifications had used texture alaost
exclusively.

Finch and Trewartha offered classification

of vegetation which was soaewhat aore elaborate than
those presented In the earlier texts.

Influenced by the

works of Hardy, Haviland, Hayeks, Martonne, Rubner,
Schlaper, Waralng, and Zon and Sparhawk, Finch and
Trewartha reglonallzed world vegetative assoclatlons.

*Preston Jaaes' Outline of Geography <1935> Incorporated
Koeppen's scheae, but was labelled a cultural text.
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The introduction of classlflcatlons for each of
the four integral coaponents of physical geography gave
a different perspective to these topics fro• that of
earlier tezts.

On the one hand the classification

scheaes systeaized the descriptive knowledge, but on the
other hand gave each topic its own distinctive identity
that tended to set it apart fro• the other topics.

This

was the first tiae that detailed world aaps of the
eleaents of physical geography were incorporated ln a
physical geography tezt, no doubt in part because aost
such classification scheaes only appeared in the
literature faailiar to Aaerican geographers in the
decade before 1936.

In any event, the application of

classification scheaes to world aaps was an innovation
for basic physical geography tezts.
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CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS OP TEXTBOOK CONTENT.

The content of texts published between 1892 and
1967 ls analyzed in this chapter and coapared to the
content of

Ele•ents of Geography

<1936>.

The texts of

the earlier period (1892-1926) aay be separated into two
categories, Physiographies and Eleaentary Texts, based
on content and treataent of topics.

The Physiographies,

devoted principally to process-oriented geoaorphology,
were aore advanced than the Eleaentary Texts.

texts are ln this group:

Salisbury's

Four

Physiography

Forest Physiography <1911>, and
College Physiography (1914>. Bowaan's

<1907, 1919>, Bowaan's
Tarr and Martin's

text differed fro• the other three in that it was a
regional physiography ln which the chapters were
organized around physlographlc regions, rather than on
systeaatlc topics.

Coaaents by the authors and reviews

of these textbooks in geographical journals Indicate
that the Physiographies were aost appropriate for use in
colleges and universities.
The Eleaentary Texts, on the other hand, were
widely used in upper level college-preparatory secondary
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school prograas and noraal schools, and only aarglnally
used on the university level.

This group includes those

authored by Tarr, Davis, Dryer, Gilbert and Brlghaa,
Fairbanks, and Hopkins.

Although also devoted prlaarlly

to geoaorphology, these texts contained a aore diverse
body of aaterlal than the Physiographies.

Whereas the

Physiographies were analytical, all Eleaentary Texts,
with the exception of Fairbanks'

Practical Phvslography

<1906), consisted largely of rudlaentary encyclopedic
explanations of earth processes.

Fairbanks' text was

aore advanced than other texts in this group and went

Into greater detail.

The text was divided Into two

parts, with one-third devoted to General Physiographic
Processes and two-thirds devoted to The Physiography of
the United States.

Ele•eots of Geographv

<1936> and fifteen texts

published afterward aake up the third category for
coaparative purposes.

Pour of the fifteen books

included in this group were revisions of the 1936 voluae
and one was an abridged version.

The reaalnlng nine

were authored by Seeaan, Strahler, Kendall and

Glendlnnlng, Van Riper, Powers, and McIntyre. The latter
three texts aet with aarglnal success and will be
discussed In greater detail later In the chapter.
Seeaan's text aay be considered an anoaaly, because it
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offered general descriptions of physical phenoaena in
relation to huaan activities using previously published
case studies as exaaples.

Strahler ultlaately followed

the conceptual fraaework offered by Pinch and Trewartha,
but hls lnltlal voluae differed slightly ln teras of
topical coverage and topic ordering.

Kendall and

Glendlnning's initial edition followed rather closely
the

for ■ at

Trewartha's

and fraaework established by Pinch and

Ele•ents of Geography.

editions preceded

cll ■ ate

Introduction to Geography
Ele•eots of Geography.

with

Even though later

landfor ■ s,

their

was largely a clone of

Analysis of Textbooks 1e22-12§Z
The following topics constitute the prlaary
eleaents of physical geography represented in the

textbooks under exaalnatlon:
Earth as a Planet
At ■ osphere and Cli ■ ate
Oceans
Landforas
Soils
Biogeography
This classification ls soaewhat arbitrarily chosenJ
other scheaes alght be devised, because certain texts
have Included additional topics as principal coaponents
and/or excluded soae of the above.

The classlflcatlon
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ls useful. however. because it represents the aajorlty
of topics discussed ln the physical geography texts and,
consequently. provides a sound basis for coaparlson.
Slallarlties and differences in topical coverage and
topic ordering between the Finch and Trewartha aodel and
the earlier physical geography texts can be deterained
using this classification.
Data used to evaluate the topical coverage and
ordering in the texts ls presented in tabular fora
below.

Table l ls an assessaent of the proportion of

content devoted to aajor eleaents within each text of
the earlier period.

Appendix C displays the tables of

New Physical
Physiography.

contents for Tarr and von Engeln•s 1926

Geography

and Salisbury's 1907

representing exaaples fro• the Bleaentary Texts and the
Physiographies. respectively.

Also Included In the

appendix are coaparlsons of tables of contents for Finch

Ele•eots of Geography
Physical Geography.

and Trewartha's 1936
Strahler•s 1951

and

Topical coverage
Earth as a Planet. With the exception of
Fairbanks' Practical Physiography <1906>. Bowaan•s
Forest Physiography <1911>, and Powers• Physical

Table I
Physical Geography Teztbooka. 1895-1936:
Percentage of Material Devoted to HaJor Segaents
YEAR

AUTHOR

1895 Tarr
1897 Tarr
1898 Davis
1901 Dryer
1902 Davis
1902 Gilbert*
1903 Tarr
1906 Fairbanks
1907 Salisbury
1908 Hopkins
19 l l Bovaan
1914 Tarr*
1919 Salisbury
1919 Hopkins
1926 Tarr*
1936 Pinch*

EA

CL

oc

LP

so

BI

'

'

'

'

'

'

4

7

4
2

26
35

8

41
40

9

7

68

6

16

6

40

5

18

8

46

2

8

13
15

10

7

6

9

3

25
10

5

51
35
78
61
59

3

2
8

3

85
4
3

6
2

12
27
10
13
34

8
6
6

5

70
59
63
52
34

5
5
7

7
3

7

15

pp

ORDER

419
370
427
462
40 l
380
457
542
770
473
759
837

1.2.6.3.4
l.2,6,3,4
1.2.3.4
l.4.3.2,6
l • 2 • 3 • 4, 6 •
l.4.2.3.6
l.4.2,3.6,
4.3.2,6
4,l,2,3
4.3.2.6,
Regional Synthesis
1,4.3,2
4,l,2,3
1.2.3.4.6.
1,4.3.2,6.
1.2,4.6,5

676
6
7

5

5

30

518
669
605

!A•EARTH AS A PLANETJ CL•ATHOSPHERE AND CLIHATB;OC•OCEANS; LP•LANDPORNS;
SO•SOILS; BI•BIOGEOGRAPHY; PP~PAGES.
ORDER. I-Earth as a Planet. 2-Ataosphere and Cliaate, 3-0ceans.
4-Landforas, 5-Solls, 6-Blogeography.
*Hore than one author. See Appendlz B for coaplete citations.
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Geography

<1966>, all texts included a section on the

earth as a planet.

The texts of the earlier period

devoted an average of about 4 percent of their content
to the subject;

Pinch and Trewartha offered only a

brief overview. devoting less than 2 percent to the
subject.

This chapter generally included a brief

discussion on the nature of geography before elaborating
on the for• of the earth <spherical shape>, earth
■ otions

(rotation, revolution>. and location (latitude.

longitude).

Although the Eleaentary Texts discussed

other planets ln the solar systea. texts In the other
two categories did not.

The Pinch and Trevartha Model

Included an explanation of scale and elaboration on
theaatic aaps. topics which the earlier texts did not
discuss.

Strahler considered cartography an essential

ingredient of physical geography and consequently his
text devoted a good deal of aa·terial to the subject < 18
percent> while discussing the earth as a planet.

In

1957. an Introduction to aerial photography was added in
the fourth edition of

Ele ■ ents

of Geography.

and ten

years later, the fifth edition discussed land survey
systeas.

Ataosphere and

Cll ■ ate.

The proportion of content

devoted to weather and cli•ate was slight in the earlier
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texts, averaging
content.

17 percent of the total

approxl ■ately

A few texts devoted •ore than one-fourth of

their content to the ataosphere and cllaate, for
exa ■ ple,

the subject coaprised 27 percent of content in

the 1919 edition of Salisbury's

Physiography.

Four of

the ten Eleaentary Texts devoted 10 percent or less to
the topic.

When

Ele•eots of Geography

was Introduced In

1936, 34 percent of the voluae was devoted to cliaate,
Increasing the subject's coverage to that of landforas.
Yet Strahler, in 1951, devoted only 26 percent of his
text to cl laate.
With regard to the eleaents of weather and
cli ■ate,

all authors covered the saae topics with soae

alnor differences.

Types of precipitation

(convectional, orographic, convergence> were not
discussed in any of the earlier texts exaalned.
entire chapter on weather
Salisbury's
differed.

Physiography.

■aps

An

was Included In

Methods of approach also

Eleaentary Texts •ostly consisted of teras

and related definitions as explanation for the workings
of the physical

envlron ■ent.

The Physiographies, on the

other hand, elaborated at length on the specifics of
process.
Although cllaatlc classification and a description
of world cllaates were of paraaount

l ■ portance

ln the

ss
Pinch and Trewartha Hodel, these topics were only
aarglnally addressed In earlier tezts.

Classlflcatl~n

had been generally based on zones of heat, and In
Salisbury's tezt, for exaaple, contributed to only S
percent of the entlre text.

Bowaan's 1911 text

Incorporated a cllaate aap based on vegetation using
Koeppen's scheae, aodlfled by Ward.

Thls was not,

however, Koeppen's aore popular version presented In the
first edition of

Ele•ents of Geography,

that was available when Bowaan wrote.*

but It was all
Strahler, ln

1951, stated that teaperature, precipitation, and
vegetation were Inadequate for foralng a basis for
cllaatlc classification.

He eaphaslzed a scheae based

on alraass source regions, aoveaents, and frontal zones,
but did not atteapt to set boundaries.
With the presentation of the second edition of

Ele•ents of Geography.

In 1942, caae the Introduction of

the hydrologlc cycle and •the lntertroplcal front.•
Pinch and Trewartha's third edltl·on, published ln 1949,

*Initially using only teaperature distinctions, Koeppen
aade several atteapts at cllaatlc classlflcatlon between
1884 and 1918. Using both teaperature and
precipitation, a new classification was published In
1918 which continued to be revised until 1936 (Jaaes and
Hartl n 1981, 18 2 >•
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acknowledged that one of the aost laportant cllaatlc
functions of the winds ls •the

■ alntenance

of a heat

balance between the higher and lower latitudes In spite
of their radiation unbalance• <Pinch and Trewartha 1949,
46).

The 1957 edition of
Illustrated soae

■ ajor

to progress ln the
postwar period.

Ele•eots of Geography

advanceaents, largely attributed

at ■ ospherlc

For

eza ■ ple,

notion of low-latitude zonal

sciences during the
the foraerly accepted

unlfor ■ lty

of winds and

weather was discarded for

lt [had] been discovered recently that
tropical latitudes are affected by ■ any ■ ore
types of weather disturbances, or storas,
than was for ■ erly suspected, so that
constancy of weather ls by no ■eans so
characteristic as was previously thought to
be the case •••• A second clrcu ■ stance which
has obliged the revision of previous
concepts ls the discovery that the really
steady and unlfora trades occupy only a
fraction of the total oceanic area within
the tropics <Pinch et al. 1957, 57).
The winds of the equatorial convergence zone also
received a good deal of elaboration as did the
distribution of average annual precipitation and
ataospherlc disturbances.

Of great

l ■ portance

was the

introduction of the concept of the jet streaa, which had
been discovered In 1944.

The 1967 edltlon of

Eleaents
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of Geography

gave greater eaphaals to solar radiation.

energy exchange. and alr-aass characteristics.

Oceaps.

Study of the oceans coaprised about 6

percent of the content ln the texts of the earlier era.
These texts focused largely on the cliaatic slgnlflcance
of ocean drifts and currents. as well as tides. sea
water coaposttlon. ocean bottoa topography. and aarlne
life.

Pinch and Trewartha devoted only five pages (1

percent> of their Initial voluae to oceans under the
section on weather and cllaate.

Strahler•s 1951 text

also devoted only a negligible aaount of aaterlal to the
subject.

By 1957. however. the fourth edition of Pinch

and Trewartha•s

Ele•eots of Geography

recognized oceans

as a prlaary eleaent of physical geography and devoted
two chapters to the subject. which aaounted to about 4
percent of the text.

This voluae incorporated the

aaterlal of previous texts. but differed In that a
global scheae of oceanic circulation was aaintalned as
an Integral part. with particular reference to blotic
resources of the sea.

Lapdforas.

The voluaes of the earlier period

generally devoted aore than half their content to
landforas, and five of the fourteen texts devoted aore
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than 60 percent to this topic.

Geoaorphology and

landforas coaprised proportionately less of the content
ln the Pinch and Trewartha and Strahler texts, wlth 34
percent and 38 percent respectively.
Only the Physiographies eaphaslzed relief features
of the first and second order <for exaaple, continents,
·aountalns> while Introducing geoaorphology.

The

Eleaentary Texts slapllfled the processes Involved In
land surface sculpting and llalted aost of their
discussion to an encyclopedic rendition of teras and
explanations.

The Physiographies discussed the work of

surface aoldlng forces <for

exa ■ ple,

•The Work of Snow

and Ice,• •The Work of Ground-Water•>, giving the
l ■ presslon

of a

envlron ■ent,

dyna ■ lc,

rather than static, physical

and going Into great detail on process

geoaorphology.
Strahler Incorporated a good deal of Davislan
geo ■ orphology

In his texts, with particular eaphasls on

the •cycle of erosion.•

Although the Finch and

Trewartha texts Incorporated Davlslan theory, the
authors clearly indicated that the teras •youth,
aaturlty, and old age• referred slaply to stages of
developaent, not years.
With regard to landfora description, the books
differed

l ■■ ensely.

The Eleaentary Texts .used a
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collection of technical teras and the Physiographies
eaphasized the foras as results of dynaaic processes.
Strahler, In 1951, atteapted to classify aaJor relief
features with the Incorporation of nuaerous block
dlagraas seeking to explain landscape features as
results of process.

Although Finch and Trewartha

atteapted to aap and classify land surface features on a

global scale in 1936, a aore reasonable description of
terrain was offered in the 1957 edition, after E.H.
Haaaond becaae a co-author.

A rationale was established

for dissecting land surface features Into classes on the
basis of terrain eleaents (slope, surface aaterlal,
arrangeaent, and dlaenslons>.

The concept of terrain

analysis based on description rather than process proved
to be quite an Innovation, and was further aodernlzed In
1967 with the publication of the fifth edition of

Ele•eots of Geography.
Blogeography.

Discussion of biotic resources

varied considerably aaong the texts.
of Bowaan's

Forest Physiography

With the exception

(1911), which provided

an extensive description of forest regions In the United
States, the Physiographies Ignored the field of
blogeography altogether.

The Eleaentary Texts generally

devoted about 5 percent of their content to the topic
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and tended to concentrate prlaarlly on the dlstrlbution
of plants and aniaals, usually dissecting aaterlal on
flora and fauna lnto two different chapters.
Interestingly, aaps depleting vegetation zones were
generally not offered, despite De Candolle's work In the
nineteenth century and publication of

crop Zones of tbe untted States
1898.

Life Zones and

by C.H. Merrla• In

Aaong the Eleaentary Texts, only Fairbanks'

Practical PhYslographY (1906)
of plants and aniaals

■ ore

considered the huaan uses

than superficially.

Fairbanks devoted entire chapters, entitled •Forests and
Forestry• and •irrigation,• to the topics.

Ele ■entary

Texts also generally included a aap of the global
distribution of aniaals divided Into three aajor realas:
Northern, South Aaerican, and Australian.
Finch and Trewartha's text focused principally on
vegetation in about 5 percent of the book and brought
greater consideration to the factors which affect plant
life <for exaaple, light, aoisture, teaperature, soil
requlreaents>.

Types of aniaal life were correlated

with vegetative associations In the 1936 voluae,
Indicating the relationships between flora and fauna ln
the various bioaes.

Strahler, In 1951, devoted only a

negligible aaount of aaterlal to the subject, defining
doainant vegetative associations with reference to
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cllaatlc classlflcatlon.

By 1965, however, Strahler

devoted 7 percent of his tezt to biota and offered a
world aap of vegetation by Jerosch.

As with soils,

Finch and Trewartha viewed floral and faunal
associations as resources rather than siaply as
landscape traits.

The authors atteapted to siaplify and

refine vegetative classification.

By 1957, tundra

becaae recognized as a separate class of vegetation,
dlstlnct fro• the grasslands with which lt had was
foraerly included.

Geography

The 1967 edition of

Ele•ents of

included a world aap based largely on the work

of Eyre and Kuchler.

Soils,

Earlier tezts generally incorporated a few

brief stateaents on the subject of soils, treating lt
aerely as aaterial which caae about as a result of
certain geologic processes.

Thus, soils were given

little aentlon--often less than a paragraph--ln earlier
tezts.

Only three authors aade aore than cursory

reaarks on the topic.

Fairbanks (1906> and Hopkins

(1919) elaborated on residual soil, soil derived fro•
bedrock, and transplanted soil of deposition, and
discussed the need for soil conservation.
was an anoaaly in a sense.

His

Bowaan's tezt

Forest Physiography

devoted 15 percent of lts total content to soils with
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special reference to forestlands, and he adopted the
soll classlflcatlon scheae based on texture used by the
U.S. Bureau of Solis. *

After Finch and Trewartha

included a considerable aaount of aaterlal to the
subject ln the 1936 voluae--two chapters ln 5 percent of
the text--attentlon to solls increased ln subsequent
texts.

The 1942

Ele•ents of Geography

offered a world

aap of the great soll groups based on C.E. Kellog's work
<Yearbook of U.S. Departaent of Agriculture, 1938).

In

1951, Strahler Introduced the concept of base exchange;
and ln 1957, Finch, et al. elaborated on the role of pan
layers.

An atteapt was aade to view soils as a

resource, and not aerely the by-product of geoaorphlc
processes and the 1967 edition of

Ele•eots of Geography

Introduced the 7th Approxlaation.

Man and Nature; Resources.

Hartshorne noted that,

tradltlonally, the field of physical geography has
included aan as an essential eleaent.

He stated, •only

ln the present century has the chapter on '•an' dropped

*sowaan's Forest Physiography was organized Into two
parts: The Soll and The Physiography of the United
States. The latter part constituted about 85 percent of
the text's content and synthesized the eleaents of
physical geography on a region by region basts.
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out• <Hartshorne 1959, 67-68>.

Neither the

Physiographies nor Finch and Trewartha Included
discussion of

■an

and nature.

Although it was included

as an Integral coaponent In the Eleaentary Texts, It
co ■ prised

only between 2 percent and 6 percent of the

total content.
Finch and Trewartha's 1936 voluae Included other
lteas not coaaonly considered Inherent eleaents of

physical geography in the texts of the earlier period.
For exaaple,

two chapters were devoted to alneral fuels

and econoalc alnerals, coaprislng aore than 6 percent of
the text, and a chapter on water resources was included
as well.

These were subjects heretofore largely Ignored

by earlier writers.

co11ents on Post-1936 Ie1tbooks
Table 2 assesses the proportion of aaterial
devoted to specific topics and the sequence of topics In
the sixteen texts published between the Initial voluae
of

Ele•eots of Geography

revision (1967).

<1936> and the fifth and last

Based on nuaber of new editions or

versions, texts authored by Finch and/or Trewartha
doainated during the three decades following the
publication of the first edition of

Ele•ents of
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Table 2
Physical GeographJ Teztbooks, 1936-1967:
Percentage of Material Devoted to NaJor Segaents

YEAR

AUTHOR

1936 Pinch*
1942 Pinch*
1942 Seeaan
1949 Pinch*
1951 Strahler
1951 Kendall*
1957 Pinch*
1960 Strahler
1961 Trewartha*
1962 Yan Riper
1962 Kendall*
1965 Strahler
1965 McIntyre
1966 Powers
1967 Kendall*
1967 Trewartha*

EA

CL

oc

LP

90

BI

'

'

'

'

'

'

5
5
10
5
5

5
5

4

3

34
32
34
32
38
20
33

5

5
5

5

45

4

3
6
10

30
17
26
38
26
38
22
31

3
10
6
5
7
3
5
7

3
3
18
2
4

17
6
6
12
8

10
13
8

34
34
14
34
26
22
34
18
34
20
27
23
32
32
22
29

5

7
9
6

5

pp

ORDER

605
641
439
466

1,2,4,6,5
1,2,4,6,5
2,4,5,3
1,2,4,6,5
1,4,2,5
1,2,4,3,5,6
1,2,4,3,6,5
1,3,2,5,4
1,4,2,3,6,5
1,4,2,6,5,3
1,3,4,2,5,6
1.2.5,6,4
1.2.6,5.4,3
4,2.5,6
1,3,4,2,5,6
1,2.4,3,6,5

442

4

13
7
7

477
501
534
409
637
345
455

II

403

3
6
3

566

416
517

EA•EARTH AS A PLANET; CL•ATNOSPHERI!! AND CLIMATE; OC•OC!ANS; LP•LANDPORNS;
SO•SOILS; BI•BIOG!OGRAPHY; PP•PAG!S.
ORDER. I-Earth as a Planet, 2-Ataosphere and Cllaate, 3-0ceans, 4-Landforas,
5-Solls, 6-Blogeography
*Nore than one author. See Appendlz B for coaplete citations.
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Geography.*

Six texts written under the authorship of

Pinch and/or Trewartha accounted for nearly 40 percent
of the basic physical geography textbook titles produced
during this period.

Strahler and Kendall and

Glendlnnlng were the next aost successful, each
accounting for approzlaately 20 percent of the titles
published; and Seeaan, Van Riper, Powers, and McIntyre
collectively accounted for about 40 percent of the
titles.
Aaong the basic physical geography texts published

between 1936 and 1967, lt ls noteworthy that the 1951
edtlon of Strahler's text did not follow the Finch and
Trewartha organization of topics.

He placed landforas

before cllaate and devoted a rather significantly higher
proportion of aaterlal

(38 percent> to landforas and to

*Textbook publishers do not aake available data on the
nuaber of copies sold for particular voluaes.
Therefore, It ls suggested that one aeasure of success
ls the nuaber of revised editions. Between 1936 and
1967 only Finch and Trevartha, Strahler, and Kendall and
Glendlnnlng authored tezts which underwent revision.
Van Rlper's tezt was revised In 1971, nearly a decade
after publication of the first edition and McIntyre
published three revisions in 1973, 1980, and 1985, since
1967.
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the earth as a planet (18 percent> than hls
conteaporaries, while offering less coverage on cliaate
(26 percent> and biotic resources <negligible>.

This

initial deviation in organization of topics by Strahler
was replaced in subsequent editions by a sequential
ordering of topics siallar to that of the Pinch and
Trewartha texts.

(See Tables 2 and 3 for the percentage

of aaterlal devoted to aajor segaents.

Appendix C shows

the tables of contents for Strahler's 1965 text and the
1967 edition of Ele•ents of Geography.>

Curiously, when Trewartha, Robinson, and Haaaond
published Fundaaentals of Physical Geography in 1961,
landforas preceded cllaate.*

An iaportant addition to

the 1957 edition was •aterlal which Indicated the
authors' recognition of oceans as a priaary eleaent of
physical geography, to which they devoted alaost 4
percent of the text.

*Fupdaaentals of Physical Geography was intended for use
in a one seaester physical geography course. Subsequent
editions, published in 1968 and 1977, treated cliaate
before landforas. The authors stated, •coJrganlzatlon
(was] changed to what seeas to be a aore logical way of
presenting the aaterlal• <Trewartha, Robinson, and
Haaaond 1968, v>.
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Table 3
A Representative Sa ■ple of Physical Geography Testbooks, 1967•1987:
Percentage of Material Devoted to NaJor Seg ■ents

YEAR

1968

1969
1973
1974
1974
1975
1975
1976
1977
1977
1978
1980
1983
1984
1987

AUTHOR

Trevartha*
Strahler
McIntyre
Huller *
Patton *
Kolars *
Gabler *
Strahler *
Gardner
Trevartha*
Huller *
McIntyre
Strahler *
McKnight
McKnight

El

CL

QC

LP

so

Bl

'

'

'

'

'

'

6
13
10
9
9
18

31
23
28
25
39
20
23
29
18
30
25
29
26
27
27

3
3
7
5
13

30
35
31
26
27
18
24
36
32
36
25
30
34
34
34

5
3
6

II

4
10
6
8

9

6
7
7

7
7
4

5
8

4

6
3
4
3
9
6
6
9

5
6
6

pp

ORDER

4

389

5
6
10
5
3
2
7
12
5
8
6
7
10
10

733
480
517
393

1,2,3,4,6,5
1,3,2,5,6,4
1,2,6,5,4,3
1.2.5,6,4,3
1,4,3,2,6,5
1,2,4,6,5
1,2,6,5,3,4
1.2.5,6,4
1,2,3,6,5,4
1,2.3,4,6,5
1,2,6,5,4,3
1,2.6,5,4,3
1,2,4,5,6
1,2,6,5.4
1,2,6,5,4

344

801
469
571
376
590
507
532
488
539

EA•EARTH AS A PLANETJ CL•ATNOSPHERE AND CLIMATE; OC•OCEANS; LP•LANDPORNS;
SO•SOILSJ Bl=BIOGEOGRAPHYJ PP•PAGES.
ORDER. I-Earth as a Planet, 2-At ■ osphere and Cll ■ate, 3-0ceans,
4-Landforaa, 5-Solla, 6-Blogeography.
*Nore than one author. See lppendls B for co ■plete cltatlona.
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Topic Ordering
Pinch and Trewartha developed topical coverage ln

Ele•eots of Geography

in the following sequence: I-Earth

as a Planet, 2-Ataosphere and Cllaate, 3-Landforas, 4Biotic Resources, 5-Soils.

This topic ordering

represented a departure froa the earlier books, with
particular reference to the placeaent of cliaate before
landforas.
As did aost of the early authors, Pinch and
Trewartha proceeded with a discussion of the earth as a
planet.

Salisbury was the e1ception and did not treat

the subject initially, but rather placed it after
landforas.

Bowaan, Fairbanks, and Powers largely

ignored the topic.
Pinch and Trewartha's placeaent of the ataosphere
and cli•ate before landforas constituted a aaJor
difference between their te1t and the te1ts of the
earlier period.

Of the fourteen earlier texts, only

flve placed cllaate before landforas; four of these were
published during the period 1895-1902.
physical geography te1ts
landforas.

After 1936, aost

placed cliaate before

Of the si1teen physical geography textbooks

published between 1936 and 1967, ten discussed cliaate
before landforas.

The representative saaple of fifteen
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tezts published since 1968 showed only one book that
discussed landforas before cliaate.

Strahler's 1951

voluae placed landforas before cllaate, but each one of
his subsequent physical geography tezts inverted the
order.
The ordering of topics likely was deterained by
the authors' particular Interests or area of ezpertlse.
Furtheraore, it seeas that the proportion of aaterlal
devoted to a subject Is related to the order in which it
appears in the tezt.

With few ezceptlons, authors of

tezts during the earlier period were trained in Davlslan
geoaorphology, and these authors considered landforas of
paraaount laportance.

When cllaatologlst Trewartha co-

authored the 1936 voluae, the study of cllaate was
awarded precedence.

Cllaate and landforas noraally

constituted the principal eleaents of physical geography
and were often presented tn lengthy discussions within
the first half of the text.

Soils, vegetation, and the

oceans, topics which generally received alnor treataent,
were coaaonly discussed In shorter chapters near the end
of the tezt.
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su11ary
Instru•ental changes occurred In the treataent of
topics In physical geography with the publication of

Eleaents of Geography

Finch and Trewartha'a

1n 1936.

In earlier texts, all other eleaents were subordinate to
landforas.

With Finch and Trewartha's first edltl.on,

the study of cllaate was expoun~ed upon and discussed at
a length equal to landforas and preceded landforaa
within the text's fraaework.

All physical geography

texts tended to devote the overwhel•lng Majority of
their content to cliaate and landforas.

Other topics,

such as the oceans, soils, and biotic resources, were
generally awarded only brief and shallow treataent.
Water resources and alneral resources were noticeably
absent topics ln all texts, except those authored by
Finch and/or Trewartha.

The aan and nature theae, which

tended to perpetuate the notion of causation with
declarations of the physical envlronaent's Influence on
aan, was an integral coaponent ln the Eleaentary Texts,

but was excluded froa both Physiographies and the Finch
and Trewartha Model.

It would appear that, topically,

the Finch and Trewartha text and those of the earlier.
period are quite slallar.

This ls deceptive, however,

because the earlier texts were auch aore uneven in
coverage and rather encyclopedic.

Finch and Trewartha's
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texts were explanatory and Interpretive.

They treated

cllaate aore thoroughly than their predecessors and
placed It before landforas, discarded the aan and nature
theae, treated water as a resource, and culalnated each
systeaattc discussion of a physical eleaent with a
classification scheae and accoapanylng aap.
publication of

Ele•eots of Geography

The

essentially

revolutionized the content and foraat of physical
geography textbooks and perhaps, as a result, the
content and foraat of physical geography instruction.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

At the end of the nineteenth century, two
divergent branches of geography existed, •one being
prlaarily interested in the origins and characteristics
of landforas, and the other ln the discovery of
relationships between aan and the physical earth• (Finch
and Trewartha 1936, 4).

The discipline was foraallzed

after the Coaaittee of Ten aet in 1892, and the
physlographic coaponent was accentuated.

Physical

geography eaerged as an asseablage of earth sciences,
with strong tles to geoaorphology.

It ls little wonder

therefore, that physical geography textbooks were
rapidly published in large nuabers by leading
geoaorphologlsts including, for exaaple, R.D. Salisbury,

W.H. Davis, and G.K. Gilbert.

Two types of texts have

been identified which caae lnto being, Eleaentary Texts
and Physiographies.

Eleaentary Texts were generally

collections of noaenclature on earth science.

The

Physiographies were devoted principally to processoriented geoaorphology.
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The subfield had declined by the early 1920s, a
result of inactivity in the profession by eainent
physiographers <either because of death or retlreaent>,
the failure of public schools to aaintain physiography
in their curricula, and the onset of World War I with
the consequent rise of econoaic geography.

These

circuastances resulted In a tlae of uncertainty in
physical geography.

Subsequently, the geographic·

discipline discarded landfora study and envlronaental
relationships as priaary eaphases, and focused on the
huaan coaponent.

This new approach stressed geography

as the •coaparative study of the earth's regions• (Pinch
and Trewartha 1936, 4).
Consequently, the texts of the earlier period were
largely inadequate for physical geography instruction.
No new text was written in the decade following 1926.
By writing a quality text that filled a void, Finch and

Trewartha restructured the content of physical geography
and brought balance to the field.

Eleaents of Geography

was published in 1936, providing a aodel which proved
instruaental in redefining the content of physical
geography.
With widespread use of

Eleaents of Geography.

certain aeasures were adopted which provided increased
opportunity for physical geographers to integrate their
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work with the rest of the discipline.

The authors

sought to advance the concepts of earth resources and
regions, perhaps because of the change In paradlgas ln
Aaerlcan geographic thought.

With the eaphasls having

turned away fro• •physiography and causation• and toward
•field and region• <Martin 1985), geographers pursued
different types of studies than were conducted
previously.

For ezaaple, Finch and Trewartha ·included

an entire section in their tezt on earth resources.
Moreover, the authors offered classification scheaes for
each integral eleaent of physical geography and aapped
cliaate, landfora, soil, and vegetation regions on a
·global scale.

The classification scheaes,

theoretically, assisted geographers In geographical
interpretation, with particular reference to ezaalning
the relationships of physical phenoaena.
The lapact of the 1936 edition of

Geography

Ele•ents of

on basic physical geography was pervasive.

It

becaae the content standard for basic physical geography

and influenced the perception of what constitutes
physical geography for both teachers and students.

The

use of classification scheaes for each separate
coaponent of physical geography advanced the notion that
such scheaes are inherent to the structure of physical
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geography textbooks. *

Their approach and eaphasis

reduced physical geography Into separate eleaents, at
the expense of the synthesis aaong the eleaents.
Consequently, a pattern of thought was Introduced and
developed which continues today.

Essentially, their

book was quite a departure fro• all physical geography
texts that preceded lt and, furtheraore, lt established
a standard for subsequent texts.

Physical geography

textbooks that have deviated fro• the Pinch and
Trewartha aodel, Including, for exaaple, Strahler's 1951
edition, Trewartha's 1961 edition, and those texts
authored by Seeaan, Powers, and Van Riper, either were
revised to the aodel or ceased to reaaln ln use.

Quite

a resurgence occurred In ·the publ lcat lon of textbooks In
the last three decades and although new concepts have

*Strahler, In 1951, deviated fro• the standard
established by Pinch and Trewartha. His Physical
Geography Incorporated the Koeppen systea, but a
. cllaatlc classification scheae based on air aass source
regions was given greater eaphasts. Also In the 1951
voluae, Strahler discussed landforas before cllaate. He
did not establish a new standard, however, and his later
texts accentuated the Koeppen scheae and the discussion
of cllaate preceded landforas.
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been introduced, such as plate tectonics and

blogeochealcal cycling, and books have becoae aore
decorative In appearance, * the basic content and
fraaework of physical geography tests have reaained

essentially unchanged.
The last edition of

Ele•eots of Geography

was

published In 1967, and Strahle~•s texts, which have
doalnated since then, are presently experiencing aajor
coapetltlon.

Interestingly, unlike the early years of

the discipline, the ealnent physical geographers of
today have largely refrained fro• writing textbooks,
perhaps because textbooks are not accepted as
•scholarly• contributions.
One alght wonder how well the Pinch and Trewartha
aodel serves physical geography.

The aodel has lasted a

half century, a decade longer than the standard It
replaced, but alternatives are available.

The

traditional approach advanced by the Pinch and Trewartha
aodel suggests that physical geography ls aore or less

*Perhaps

and Fundaaentals of
declined because the books becaae
less decorative In appearance while coapetlng texts
becaae Increasingly ornaaental.
Ele ■ents

Physical Geography

of Geography
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an overview of earth and ataospheric sciences.

If

physical geographers are content with this approach and
wish to pursue an understanding of the earth's physical
systeas, then greater consideration aight be given to
the topic of oceans.

Oceans cover 71 percent of the

earth's surface and the ocean floor has becoae a

highly

significant data source for understanding tectonic
landfora developaent~
In the United ·States, however, geographers have
had probleas ln •deaonstrating what, lf any, function
there ls for physical geography beyond Its Introduction•
(Carter, Schaudde, and Sharpe 1972, 5) and a aore
radical alternative for the study of the subfield has
been suggested.

Soae physical geographers have argued

that the traditional approach ls Inadequate because it
does not satisfactorily integrate the

ele ■ ents

of

physical geography and It largely ignores aanenvironaent Interactions.

It has been proposed,

therefore, that geographers discard the notion of
physical geography as a collection of earth and
ataospherlc sciences and, Instead, concentrate on the
earth's Interface systea as the hoae of, and aodlfied
by, aan (Carter, Schaudde, and Sharpe 1972).
The concept of resources offers an avenue that
enables physical geography to relate to the rest of the
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discipline by focussing on the role of the physical
envlronaent ln the huaan occupancy of the earth.
Treataent of landforas and soils provide exaaples that
illustrate this approach.

Currently, physical geography

tends to eaphasize the geoaorphology of the land surface
and the pedologlc properties of soils, but such eaphases
are Inappropriate with reference to huaan activity, such
as agriculture.

Exaalnatlon of the surface

configuration of the land and agronoaic properties of
soils could be auch aore useful ln this context and
would see•

■ore

appropriate for geographic

understanding.
The field aay be vulnerable because of a lack of
synthesis.

Authors of physical geography textbooks have

been concerned with consolidating several distinct
process-oriented topics, with little effort to unify
these subjects or Indicate their relevance to aan's
activities on the face of the earth.

No textbook has

successfully coablned the eleaents of physical geography
In a aanner to distinguish lt fro• aerely a rendition of
•earth science.•

Such a synthesis ls not only

appropriate, but aay be esaentlal for the
revitalization of physical geography as a whole.
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